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About our Project

Our project focuses on the amount of electrical energy consumed by the schools in the Tredyffrin/Easttown School

District in PA , the effects it has on the environment and how that can be reduced by switching to renewable energy.

Thus, the main goal of our project is to produce a model that shows a cost-benefit analysis of transitioning to

renewable energy for each school in the school district. The Sunrise Berwyn team will later present the project to the

school boards and pitch to them the importance of switching to renewable sources of energy. If implemented, this

project will be used as a model project in helping other schools in PA also transition to renewable energy sources

and the school district will save about 7,000,000lbs of CO2 emissions.

Data and Methods

This project consisted of four sub-projects. In the first sub-project, we created a greenhouse gas inventory for the

Tredyffrin/Easttown school district based on 2019 data. We received copies of the PECO electricity and gas bills for

each school in the Tredyffrin/Easttown school district for a month at the end of 2019. We used these bills to find the

total amount of gas and electricity that the schools used in 2019 and then converted this energy usage into CO2

emissions. From the bills, we also found the current price that the school district is paying for both gas and

electricity, which was helpful for the remaining sub- projects.



In the second sub-project, we calculated a cost-benefit analysis of switching to a renewable energy provider. We

used the PA Public Utility Commission’s website to compare renewable energy providers to find the cheapest and

most energy efficient (100% renewable) option and then calculated the monetary cost of switching to renewable

energy. We found that the price of renewable energy is comparable to the price that the school district is currently

paying. Some schools would have slight savings and others would have small additional costs from switching to

renewable energy, but the school district overall would be saving almost $2,000. In this project, we also calculated

the emission savings for switching to renewable energy. The emission savings are huge because renewable energy

has no CO2 emissions.

In the third sub-project, we calculated the social costs for the schools’ current energy plans. Social costs are a way of

quantifying the effects of greenhouse gas emissions on third parties. Social costs account for damage to people’s

health as well as damage to the environment. We used an estimate of $51 per ton of CO2 emissions as the social

cost, which is an estimate based on new policies from the Biden administration1. Since renewable energy has no

associated CO2 emissions, The calculated social costs for the current energy plans all become savings when

switching to renewable energy.

Findings

The school district currently produces about 3382 tons of CO2 annually which leads to an estimated social cost of

about $175,000. If the school district transitions to renewable energy they will reduce their monetary cost by about

$1,733 annually, while reducing their greenhouse gas emissions by about 6,763,972 lbs of CO2 and eliminating

social costs completely.

Larger Takeaways and Recommendations:

The current energy consumption of the Tredyffrin/Easttown school district produces large amounts of CO2

emissions adding an additional 3382 tons of CO2 to the atmosphere, harming the environment. Thus we recommend

that the school district transition to renewable energy as it has no extra monetary cost and reduces their social cost

and carbon footprint which helps in fighting the war on climate change. Based on our preliminary findings, we

would recommend that the school district switch to renewable energy by utilizing a 6-month energy plan with

Brighten Energy. This switch to renewable energy would have significant positive impacts on the environment,

helping to slow down climate change.

1 https://www.politico.com/news/2021/02/26/biden-carbon-price-climate-change-471787
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